Are you a techno guru? 

You dream of navigating the pathways of Venice? Do you play chess online? Have you forged an intercontinental alliance in World of Warcraft? 

Do you like the challenge of finding needle-in-a-haystack bits of information, or categorizing data so they don't become that needle? 

Do you spend hours each week playing Sudoku, tracking the earnings on the stocks you'll inherit when you turn 21, or explaining algebra homework to your friends? 

You smile when someone says, "The system won't let me." As a future Systems Developer, you'll never shy away from using your creativity to overcome the limitations of current technology. 

You love technology and are still finding your niche in the internetscape. The Texas State CIS program will let you explore the field while you find your path. 

You, my entrepreneurial friend, are an e-Business Developer in the making. 

Still discovering your passion? The Texas State CIS program will help you find the best way to use your gifted, logical mind to change the world. 

You'd be a great Network Administrator, using your natural ability to organize, strategize and direct the coordination of local and global technology. 

Do you while away your evenings on the Internet, posting wired.com links on Facebook, building websites and finding ways to turn your hobbies into online businesses? 

You'd be a great Business Analyst, with your business sense and mathematical savvy, you'll be a perfect Business Analyst. 

With your business sense and mathematical savvy, you'd be a perfect Business Analyst. 

Do you dream of navigating the pathways of Venice? Do you play chess online? Have you forged an intercontinental alliance in World of Warcraft? 

You can harness your technology and your on-the-go vision for technology as a Mobile Application Developer. 

Not an organizer? Inventing must be your thing. Do you like being the genius trouble-shooter? Or are you the go-to person when someone needs a creative jail-break for their phone? 

You'd be a great Network Administrator, using your natural ability to organize, strategize and direct the coordination of local and global technology. 

Go to Take the Next Step 

You'd be a great Business Analyst, with your business sense and mathematical savvy, you'll be a perfect Business Analyst. 

Go to Take the Next Step 

You are an e-Business Developer in the making. 

Go to Take the Next Step 

You'd be a great Database Administrator, where your logical prowess and foresight will perfect the art of "putting everything in its place." 

Go to Take the Next Step 

You smile when someone says, "The system won't let me." As a future Systems Developer, you'll never shy away from using your creativity to overcome the limitations of current technology. 

Go to Take the Next Step 

You love technology and are still finding your niche in the internetscape. The Texas State CIS program will let you explore the field while you find your path. 

Go to Take the Next Step 

You'd be a great Business Analyst, with your business sense and mathematical savvy, you'll be a perfect Business Analyst. 

Go to Take the Next Step 

You dream of navigating the pathways of Venice? Do you play chess online? Have you forged an intercontinental alliance in World of Warcraft? 

Go to Take the Next Step 

Still discovering your passion? The Texas State CIS program will help you find the best way to use your gifted, logical mind to change the world. 

Go to Take the Next Step